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EXECUTIVE SUMMA 1111

Since the 1990-91 school year, The Boeing Company has taken the lead in forming

partnerships with schools in the area of applied academics. Over the past four years,

Boeing offered grants to some 60 high schools in Washington state to implement applied

academics progra and to over 60 educator interns, who spent six weeks during a sum-

mer discovering how their curriculum and instruction could be enhanced using workplace

examples. Boeing's support for applied academics expanded to several community col-

leges in Washington and Oregon beginning in 1991. This effort made changes in post-

secondary coursework to support Tech Prep offerings and to ensure that students would

not have to enroll in remedial or basic academic courses at community colleges. The

Boeing Company has invested approximately $3 million to improve and expand applied

academics in Washington state. In addition, Boeing has implemented a summer student

internship in manufacturing that runs for three consecutive summers with the same group

of students, from the llth grade through their first year in a community college. (The

results of the internship are included in a separate report.)

Under contract with The Boeing Company, the Northwest Regional Educational Labora-

tory (NWREL) conducted the 1990-91, 1991-92, 1992- and 1993-94 evaluations of

the Boeing-sponsored Applied Academics project. The fourth-year evaluation report of

applied academics presents findings of pre- and post-assessments of applied academics

students and their comparison group in Applied Mathematics (AM) and Principles of

Technology (PT), and results of the survey of the impact of the Boeing Applied Aca-

demics project.

Major Findings

AM students were similar to comparison students in overall gradepoint averages (GPA)

and grades in mathematics. This contradicts the misconception that AM serves only "low

achievers." AM students had similar educational aspirations. The majority planned to have

some post-secondary education after high school. In this study, a higher percentage (44

percent) of comparison students than AM students (33 percent) would like to be em-

ployed immediately after high school. Regarding student performance on AM tests, AM

students gained significantly between the pre- and post-test. They also scored significantly

higher than the comparison students in the post-test. AM students were more confident

about their ability to learn mathematics after a year's AM course.

PT students and comparison students involved in this study appeared different in many

ways. Compared with students in traditional physics classes, the PT students had lower

gradepoint averages and lower grades in mathematics and science. Many more compao-

son-group students were university-bound (75 percent) than PT-group students (37 per-



cent). Comparison students also took more algebra courses. Regarding test performance,

the comparison students scored significantly higher overall. However, PT students who

took the same amount of algebra as the comparison group scored significantly higher on

the PT items and not significantly different on the physics items. When overall grades in

mathematics and science and GPA's were controlled, PT students generally scored higher

on PT items (in some cases significantly so) than the comparison students. As for the

physics items, PT comparison students whose overall grades in mathematics and science

were "C" or higher or whose overall GPA was above 1.9 scored significantly higher than

PT students with the same characteristics. No significant difference was found among

students of the two groups whose overall grades in mathematics and science were below

"C" or whose overall GPA was below 2.0.

The results of the survey of the impact of the Boeing Applied Academics project strongly

suggest that Boeing funding was crucial in making the concept of applied academics a

classroom reality. The funding was used for different purposes, particularly for purchasing

equipment and material for applied academics. The number of students served and of

schools offering applied academics courses increased dramatically during Boeing funding,

a trend that remained even after funding stopped. Some schools have started to offer the

second-year curriculum of PT and AM. Systematic data on the workplace performance of

students who benefited from applied academics were not available. However, anecdotes

from different sites indicated that those students were doing well in their jobs and were

complimented by employers for their hands-on experience and comfort with equipment.

Overall, all sites surveyed were very appreciative of the support they received from

Boeing and hoped that Boeing would continue to support them. They made some sug-

gestions for further business, industry, and labor support for educational partnerships.

Conclusion

The evaluation results of this year and of the previous three years strongly suggest that

Principles of Technology and Applied Mathematic:, provide students challenging alterna-

tives to traditional academic classes. This new approach appears to increase students' con-

fidence in their ability to learn mathematics and science. The results of student tests in

these two areas indicate that PT and AM were not only challenging for applied academics

students, but also for those enrolled in traditional mathematics and physics classes (includ-

ing those who are university-bound).

In the past two years when comparison groups were used, AM students in every category

constantly scored significantly higher than their peers in traditional mathematics classes.

Although PT comparison students appeared to score significantly higher at first glance, PT

students were actually doing equally well and sometime better when certain variables were
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kept constant, such as overall GPA and grades in mathematics and science. Since more
"low achievers" were enrolled in the PT classes than in traditional physics classes, test
scores tended to skew in favor of PT comparison students when student academic back-

grounds were not controlled in analysis.

The results of student surveys show that AM and PT students who were at the lower end
of academic achievement tended to gain greatest in applied academics courses. They were
also found to be more confident about their ability to learn mathematics and science. How-
ever, AM and PT classes should not be confined to a particular group. They should be

open to any student who wants a new perspective on mathematics and physics. It is im-

portant that these classes be viewed by students and staff as an alternative way, but not an

easy way, to learn mathematics and physics. The appropriate amount of mathematics stu-
dents take could determine how much they can benefit from AM or PT classes. Certain
prerequisites need to be set for PT and AM classes so students enrolled in these classes
can take full advantage of an alternative way of learning mathematics and science.
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INT tlk ODUCTION
This evaluation report is a study of the fourth year (1993-94) of the Boeing-funded high

school Applied Academics project. The first section provides a background of the project,

including a description of applied academics and the role of The Boeing Company. The

next section reports evaluation findings from the surveys of students taking Applied

Mathematics (AM) and Principles of Technology (PT), the pre- and post-test assessments
of AM and PT students as compared to students enrolled in traditional mathematics and

physics classes, and the survey of the impact of the Boeing Applied Academics project.

The final section summarizes the major findings of the study and draws conclusions about

the project, with references to results found in previous years.

Background

Educational reform in the 1980s was largely directed at halting a frightening decline in

students' basic-skills performance. While the back-to-basics movement may have im-

proved academic vigor, it did not engage many middle-level or at-risk students who saw

more mathematics, more science, and more English requirements as more reasons to "turn

off' or drop out. At the same time, most occupations today are becoming increasingly

complexrequiring greater skills, for example, in solving problems, understanding sys-
tems, and working as a team member.

Applied academics is part of a larger effort to make high school curricula relevant to all

students, a goal both of educators and of business and industry leaders. The aim is to make

learning more meaningful by stressing applications of subject matter.

Applied academics gives more emphasis to the concrete (application and problem solving)

than to the theoretical. It converts abstract concepts in geometry, algebra, and physics into

practical and work-related examples. The same concepts found in academic disciplines are

taught, but they are wrapped in real-life tasks. In addition, the approach addresses differ-

ences in learning styles among students and the need for students to acquire transferable

knowledge and skills to succeed in the workplace.

Since the 1990-91 school year, The Boeing Company has taken a leadership role in form-

ing partnerships with schools in the area of applied academics. Over the past four years,

Boeing offered grants to some 60 high schools in Washington state to implement applied

academics programs, and to over 60 educator interns, who spent six weeks during a sum-

mer discovering how their curriculum and instruction could be enhanced using workplace

examples (see Appendix A for the location of these sites) Boeing's support for applied

academics expanded to several community colleges in Washington and Oregon beginning

in 1991. This effort made changes in postsecondary coursework to support Tech Prep

4
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offerings and to ensure that students would not have to repeat high school applied aca-
demics courses at community colleges. The Boeing Company has invested approximately
$3 million to improve and expand applied academics in Washington state. In addition,

Boeing has implemented a summer student internship in manufacturing that runs for three

consecutive summers with the same group of students, from the 11th grade through their
first year in a community college.

Under contract with The Boeing Company, the Northwest Regional Educational Labora-
tory (NWREL) conducted the 1990-91, 1991-92, and 1992-93 evaluations of the Boeing-

sponsored Applied Academics project. The resulting document, Summary Report: Three-

Year Report of The Boeing Company High School Applied Academics Project, synt he-
sizes the evaluation results of the project from 1990 to 1993. The report includes case
studies, teacher surveys, student surveys, and student tests.

The evaluation design for the last two school years (1992-93 and 1993-94) incorporated
significant modifications over prior years. While the formative evaluations for Years I and
2 centered on a description and assessment of the project environment, participants, proj-

ect operations and outcomes, the evaluation for Years 3 and 4 took a more concentrated
and comparative look at student outcomes. It includes a new test suitable both for both PT

students and for regular physics students, and uses comparison groups for assessing stu-

dent outcomes.

A )plied AcademicsThe Why
Across the Northwest and the nation, teachers report that many of today's youth (those at

risk, the "neglected majority," and the gifted alike) fail to see relevance in their curricula.

Many subjects, including science, mathematics, history, economics, and language arts, are
still taught in isolation with little or no reference to how these subjects are applied in the

workplace and in other areas of life, or how they fit in with other school subjects. This is

occurring at the same time that jobs are requiring higher proficiency in basic skills and

technological understanding.

A four-year study (October 1993) conducted by the American Association for Advance-

ment of Science points out that existing science curricula try to cover too much, do not

teach enough practical application of science, and fail to integrate the subject with mathe-

matics and technology. The study strongly recommends that students be taught how sci-

ence impacts their lives rather than memorize many irrelevant and useless details.

In a regional study of entry-level workers in the Northwest and Pacific (Owens, Liadner,

and Cohen, 1989), employers reported a growing gap between the basic skills needed by

employers and those available in the applicant pool for entry-level positions. Mentioned

5 1
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most often are serious deficiencies in reading, writing, mathematics, communications, and

problem-solving skills.

Recent National Assessment of Education Progress (NAEP) test results reveal that many

children and youth lack adequate basic skills used in thousands of jobs today. In areas such

as science and mathematics, the performance of U.S. students continues to be lower than

that of students in almost all other industrial countries. This may be due in part to U.S.

students not taking sufficient science and mathematics courses. It may also result from the

way in which most science and mathematics courses are taught. For millions of U.S.

youth, a hands-on, applied approach is far more effective than a "theoretical" approach.

An analysis of national data on high school students by the Educational Testing Service

(ETS) (Applebee, Langer, and Mullis, 1989) indicates that:

Sixty-one percent of the 17-year-old students could not read or understand

relatively complicated material, such as that typically presented at the high

school level. Nearly one-half appeared to have limited mathematics skills

and abilities that go little beyond adding, subtracting, and multiplying with

whole numbers. More than one-half could not evaluate the procedures or
results of a scientific study, and few included enough information in their

written pieces to communicate their ideas effectively (p. 26).

The ETS study concludes that:

For qualitatively d ierent gains to occur, the goals of instruction need to be

reconsidered. Teaching decisions were once guided by a hierarchy suggest-
ing that students must first learn facts and skills and later learn to apply

them. Yet many educators now recognize the limitations of this stepping-

stone view of education. Educational theory and research suggest a differ-

ent pattern of generative teaching and learning, where learning content and

procedures and how to use this learning for specific purposes occur inter-

actively. . . When students engage in activities that require them to use

new learning, both their knowledge of content and skills and their ability to

use them develop productively together (p.40).

Most reports on educational reform written over the past 10 years focus on strengthening

the curriculum of college-bound students with an increased emphasis on academic learn-

ing. However, 50 percent of students do not enter college, andjob requirements are con-

tinually rising. They, too, need a strong understanding of the basics (Grant Foundation,

1988)
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The National Assessment of Vocational Education (NAVE) (Wirt et al., 1989) empirically

tested the idea that high school vocational education contributes to the development of
students' academic skills and that some students learn academic skills more readily in an

applied context. Using data from a nationally representative sample of students from the

high school class of 1982, they found that (1) mathematics-related vocational courses, as

structured in the early 1980s, provided fairly low levels of applications of mathematics;

(2) mathematics-related vocational courses accounted for approximately 18 percent of all

vocational courses for all students; and (3) for college-bound students, participation in a

specific vocational mathematics course (such as business mathematics) increased their

mathematics proficiency equivalent to participation in an algebra course (pp. 79-81). The

NAVE study concluded than "an objective of federal policy in vocational education

should be to encourage the expansion of academic learning in vocational education and the

integration of academic and vocational curricula" (p. 83).

In his testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Education, Arts, and Humanities,

Charles Benson, director of the National Center for Research in Vocational Education

(1989), stated that "The case for integration of academic and vocational preparation]

stands on three mainand somewhat interrelated--arguments: economic necessity; find-

ings from the field of cognitive science; and social justice with respect to the distribution

of academic and vocational learning." The concept of integrating academic and vocational

education is a major premise of the new Carl Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology

Education Act.

In their report at the second annual staff development conference, sponsored by the State

Vocational Education Consortium of the Southern Regional Educational Board (SREB),

Bottoms and Korcheck (1990) laid out a meaningful statement on the need for integrating

academic and vocational education:

The thinking and problem solving skills of high school students will devel-

op more readily if they understand the connection between what they are

learning and how it can be used. One way students can achieve this insight

is if meaningful applied learning activities are integrated into communica-

tions, mathematics, and science courses and if essential concepts and skills

from these courses are coordinated with instruction in vocational courses.
Once students understand the application of academic knowledge, they are

far more likely to recall and apply information than if they rely on rote

memorization (p. 16).

Well-documented student impact data supporting the gains made by students in applied

academics classes are not yet available. However, third-year findings of some schools

participating in applied academics programs through SREB show that students are getting

7
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higher grades in the needed subject areas covered than they received in prior years. The
findings also show that these students are more likely, after having had a course like
Applied Mathematics, to take more advanced mathematics and science classes.

Business and industry spend billions of dollars each year to teach employees skills that
many employers feel should have been taught while they were still in high school. The

United States is facing losses in global economic competition that will have significant
economic and social consequences in the years ahead unless its workforce is brought up to
world-class standards. The applied academics movement is one strategy for improving the
quality of the U.S. workforce by strengthening the school-to-work transition.

Applied AcademicsThe What

"Applied academics" is a generic term used to describe curricula developed over the past
decade that show the relevance of subjects such as physics, mathematics, and language
arts in the workplace. These curricula are aimed particularly at the two middle quartiles of
students who may find general and college-bound classes irrelevant. Applied academics
curriculum packages have been developed through multi-state consortium efforts by two
companies: the Center for Occupational and Research Development (CORD) and the
Agency for Instructional Technology (AIT). They usually include hands-on laboratory
activities for students as well as high-interest videos to draw students' attention to the
real-world applications of the concepts taught. Below are descriptions of three applied
academics programs supported by Boeing. A fourth consortium-developed package is
Application in Biology/Chemistry, which was not completed in time to be included in the

Boeing Applied Academics project.

Applied Communications. NIT developed the Applied Communications course to teach
students communications skills needed for success in the workplace. Developed in conjunc-
tion with state departments of education and provincial ministries of education and with
educators in 42 states in the U.S. and several provinces in Canada, the learning materials
are divided into 15 instructional modules totaling 150 lessons. They can be used to broaden

existing courses or as the basis for a year-long course. Each module includes 10 lessons of
40 to 44 minutes each incorporating a variety of learning activities and experiences.

Lessons 1 through 7 of each module provide instruction and practice in communications
skills as they are generally used in the workplace. Lessons 8 through 10 feature activities
designed to develop and refine communications skills in five major occupational areas:
agriculture, business/marketing, health occupations, home economics, and technical/trade/
industrial. Each module features two video programs. The student work-text supplies indi-
vidual task sheets with lists of goals and objectives, background information, observation
checklists, self-evaluation forms, worksheets, schedules, letters, and charts.

8
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Applied Mathematics. With financial assistance from 42 state vocational-education agen-
cies and guidance from mathematics and vocational educators, CORD developed 33 units

of Applied Mathematics. The materials are designed to meet the needs of students n the

two middle quartiles of the high school population. The 25 units consistently use hands-on

activities and work-based applications to transform abstract concepts into eoncrete exi;eri-

ences In the 1993-94 school yea:, approximately 508,000 students were enrolled in

Applied Mathematics classes in 50 states

The overall course includes materials that focus on arithmetic operations, problem-solving

techniques, estimation of answers, measurement skills, geometry, data handling, simple

statistics, and the use of algebraic formulas to solve problems These first-year-level ma-

terials are designed for use in a one- or two-year course for academic credit toward high

school graduation Alternatively, they may be used in part or infused as needed into exist-

ing vocational courses. Written generally at an eighth-grade reading level, the materials are

deemed appropriate for high school students in grades 9 through 12 who are not necessar-

ily baccalaureate-bound Second-year-level materials are now available and being used by

some high schools and community colleges across the nation

Principles of Technology In 1003-04, Principles olTechnology \\ as taught in 51) states

with approximately 278,000 studenis In their 1088 review Ofmaterials, the American

Association fm the Advancement of Science cited P materials as the hest technical phys-

ics curriculum available De\ eloped by a consortium of 47 states and two Canadian pro\

mces, PT is a high school course in applied science aimed particularly at vocational-tech-

nical students to help them better understand modern technology Students taking PT IllaN

go on to college to complete degrees in areas such a:, industrial engineering, others (.0111-

plete associate degrees at a community college or go directly to work

The illfiknt1111 covers 14 units of study in a two-year period though many schools

choose to oiler only the lust seven units in a one-year course The 1.1 units of study

include the following- rota!, work, rate, resistance, energy, pm\ er, force transformation,

momentum, waves and vibrations, energy convel let s, transducers_ radiation, optical sys-

tems, and lime constraints

Principles of Technology is being taught nationally by science teachers, by vocational

teachers, and by teams of both in some schools Some special training is required, and time

is needed to make slue a laboratory exercise is set up orrectly for each unit I lip.h schools

may choose to offer students elective credit in science, vocational education, and/or math-

ematics depending on local and state policies In Washington, stair training is provided

each summer by the Office of Superintendent of Public 1n:unction



Summary. According to CORD, materials in each of the above applied-academics

curriculum packages have the following features:

Use modularized student units

o Incorporate teacher-empowering guides for each unit

Include competency-based objectives

Are enhanced by an instructional video for each unit

O Are written at an estimated eighth-grade reading level

® Target secondary vocational students as the primary audience; are also useful in

postsecondary adult learning sites

Emphasize holistic learning

Can be infused into vocational courses or taught alone as a credit course by either

vocational or academic instructors--or a team that includes both

o Are not meant to replace "traditional" academic courses for the top 25 percent of

the student population

e Emphasize developing teamwork skills in students

In addition, the effectiveness of the materials was validated through field testing.

Role of The Boeing Company

Convinced that new applied academics models would help ensure a more qualified work-

force, The Boeing Companythe nation's largest aerospace corporation--convened a

company taskforce that met with Washington education leaders to determine what help

might be needed to ensure that more than a handful of schools would make the new

coursework available. The taskforce of operation managers and corporate leaders pre-

pared an options paper for top management. President Frank Shrontz and Senior Vice

President for Operations Deane Cruze agreed that a significant investment of company

profits would have a long-term payoff not only for Boeing but also for Washington state,

no matter where graduates of these programs might eventually be employed. Educators

agreed that Boeing could help by:

1 Using its influence as the state's major employer to convince education policy-

makers at local and state levels of the benefits ofapplied academics courses



2. Validating that new kinds of basic skills are needed in the workplace

3. Providing seed money to local schools with applied academics programs to pur-
chase equipment and materials and to reimburse expenses for teacher release time

4. Providing opportunities for applied academics teachers to see their subject areas
being used in state-of-the-art work settings

5. Providing incentives and resources to encourage high school and community
college faculty to link their programs and to encourage community college faculty
to change selected curricula to applied approaches

EVALUATION FINDINGS
This part of the report presents the fourth-year (1993-94) evaluation results of AM and
PT student surveys, student tests, and the survey of the impact of the Boeing Applied
Academics project (1990-1994).

Student surveys attached to students tests were administered to AM students, PT stu-
dents, and their comparison students at the beginning and end of the 1993-94 school year.
Each site followed the guidelines shown below that were provided by NWREL in selecting
comparison students:

a Students in comparison groups should meet the prerequisites required for
admission to the AM or PT class.

o Students in comparison groups should be at approximately the same grade level
as those enrolled in the AM or PT class.

e Students in comparison groups should be taking a mathematics class that is
comparable in content to the AM or PT class

Applied Mathematics Student Survey and Test

Students were asked to complete a short survey before they started their test. The survey
items could then be used as variables to be controlled in analyzing student test results.

In the 1993-94 school year, 1,340 students took the pre-AM test; 309 AM students and
75 AM comparison students took both the pre- and post-AM tests.



The pre- and post-tests of AM were developed by NWREL in 1991 for the Boeing proj-
ect; this is the fourth year they have been used. Teacher feedback from the previous three

years suggests they are good measures of student learning in AM classes. This set of tests

covered units one through 11 of the AM curriculum. These units were selected rather than

the entire 15 units since many teachers indicated that they usually covered no more than

11 units in one year. Each test has 38 items.

Student Demographics

The majority of AM students (64 percent) were male while 51 percent of the comparison

students were male. All comparison students were in grades 9 and 10. There was much

wider grade-level distribution among the AM students: 18 percent were in grade 9; 50

percent in grade 10; 22 percent in grade 11; and 10 percent in grade 12. Figure 1 sum-

marizes the grade-level distribution of AM students and the comparison students.

El AM

El AM Compare

Figure .. Grade-Level Distribution of AM Students and AM Comparison Students

A higher percentage of white students (73 percent) was in the AM student group than in

the comparison group (60 percent). However, more Hispanic students (34 percent) were

in the comparison group than in the AM group (16 percent). Both groups had a relatively

low percentage of Black students (2 percent for the AM group; 1 percent for the AM

comparison group). Figure 2 summarizes racial backgrounds of the two groups.
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Figure 2 Racial Backgrounds of AM Students and AM Comparison Students

Student Overall GPA and Mathematics Background

As shown in Figure 3, the student-reported overall gradepoint averages in the previous

year were distributed along a bell-shaped curve. With few students reporting an overall

GPA of over 3.5 or under 1.0 at both ends of the bell, the majority of students reported an

overall GPA between 1.0 atv; 3.5. Almost half of the students from both groups reported

their overall GPA between 2.0 and 2.9.
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50 49

Over 3.5 3.0-3.5 2.0-2.9 1.0-1.9 Under 1.0

0 AM

0 AM Compare

Figure 3. AM Students' and AM Comparison Students' Overall GPA in the Previous Year

When asked their overall grade in mathematics, the majority of students reported B's and

C's, with a small percentage reporting A's and D's. Figure 4, which summarizes the over-

all grade in mathematics, is similar to Figure 3 in patterns of distribution.
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Figure 4. AM Students' and AM Comparison Students Overall Grades in Mathematics

Figure 5 summarizes student self-ratings of their ability to learn mathematics in the pre-
and post-survey. In the pre-survey, AM students and AM comparison students were sim-
ilar in their self - rating. In the post-survey, however, AM students rated themselves higher
than the comparison students and also higher than they rated themselves in the pre-survey.
In the post-survey, 65 percent of AM students and 47 percent of AM comparison students
rated their ability to learn mathematics as "excellent" or "good," about a nine percent
increase for the former group and a 12 percent decrease for the latter group compared
with their self-rating in the pre-survey.
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Figure 5. AM Students' and AM Comparison Students' Self-Rating of
Their Ability to Learn Mathematics in Pre-Survey and Post-Survey
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Student Post-Secondary Plans

Table 1 summarizes what AM students and AM comparison students planned to do im-
mediately after high school. Since students may plan to do more than one thing, they were
asked to circle all the choices that apply to them. Table 1 shows that the majority of the
students will continue with some kind of postsecondary education after high school. A
third of the AM students planned to get a job after high school, whereas almost half of the
comparison students wanted to do the same. There were more variations of responses
between the pre- and post-survey for the comparison students. For example, in the pre-
survey, 23 percent indicated that they planned to enroll in a four-year college or univers-
ity, but in the post-survey, only 12 percent indicated that they would like to do so. This
may be due to the fact that all students were from grades 9 and 10 and were more uncer-
tain than the AM students, some of whom were already :n grades 11 and 12. It is interest-
ing to note that on the post-survey a larger percentage of AM than of comparison students
was interested in attending both community and four-year colleges.

Tate 1

AM Students' and AM Comparison Students' Postsecondary Plans

Percent of Respondents

Postsecondary Plan AM

(N = 309)
AM Compare

(N = 75)

Pre Post Pre Post

Enroll in a community college 39 35 28 29

Enroll in a four-year college or university 19 18 23 12

Enroll in a trade or technical school 14 19 12 17

Join the military 12 10 9 8

Get a job 32 33 52 44

Something else 11 11 7 9

Pre- and Post-Tests of AM

Results of One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) show that AM students scored sig-
nificantly (P<,05)* higher in the post-test (18.9) than they did in the pre-test (15.7), Their
scores on the post-test increased by 20 percent compared with their scores on the pre-test.

No significant gains were fund among the AM comparison students between the pre-test

(13.0) and the post-test (14.7).

* Statistical significance in this report is determined at the .05 level.

15
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AM students scored significantly higher than comparison students in both pre- and post-
tests. By controlling gender, grade level, overall grade in mathematics, and overall GPA,

AM students still scored significantly higher than the comparison students.

Principles of Technology Student Survey and Test

A total of 2,104 students took the PT student pre - survey, and 773 took both pre- and
post-PT surveys and tests. Among them, 489 were PT students and 284 PT comparison
students. This section presents survey and test results of 773 students who took both pre-
and post-PT surveys and tests.

The 4I-item pre- or post4est of PT used for 1994 consists of 20 items selected from the
pre- and post-tests of PT developed by NWREL in 1991, and 21 items from an introduc-

tory physics test designed for the American Association of Physics Teachers.

Student Demographics

Seventy-one percent of PT students and 64 percent of the comparison students were male.
Fifty percent of the comparison students were in grade 12, while the same percentage of
PT students were in grades 10 and 11. Figure 6 shows the grade-level distribution of PT
and comparison students.
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Figure 6. Grade Levels of PT Students and PT Comparison Students

As shown in Figure 7, the majority of PT students (80 percent) and comparison students

(86 percent) were white. There were more Hispanic students (8 percent) in the PT group
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than in the comparison group (2 percent). There were more Asian or Pacific Islander
students in the comparison group than in the PT group.
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Figure 7. Racial Backgrounds of PT Students and PT Comparison Students

Student Overall GPA and Math Background

Compared with PT students, PT comparison students had higher overall GPA's and
grades in mathematics and science. More PT students reported overall grades in mathe-
matics and science between "C" and "D" and overall GPA's between 1.0 and 1.9 than
did students in the comparison group. Figures 8 to 10 summarize PT and comparison
students' overall grades in mathematics and science and overall GPA.
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Figure 8. PT Students' and PT Comparison Students' Overall Grades in Mathematics
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Figure 9. PT Students' and PT Comparison Students' Overall Grades in Science
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Figure 10. PT Students' and PT Comparison Students' Overall GPA

Table 2 shows that the comparison students took more upper-level mathematics courses
than did PT students. For example, 73 and 74 percent of the comparison students took
geometry and Algebra II, respectively, whereas 37 and 43 percent of the PT students did
so. Forty-seven percent of the comparison students took Algebra III, as compared to 7

percent of PT students.

PT and Comparison Students' Postsecondary Plans

The results of the pre- and post-surveys show that the majority of students from both
groups indicated that they planned to enroll in a community college or a four-year college
immediately after high school. More students in the comparison group (75 peri,ent) plan-
ned to go to a four-year university, while more students in the PT group planned to enroll

18 l) I
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in a community college. The results of pre- and post-surveys also show that more PT stu-
dents indicated that they planned to enroll in a community college, and fewer students
indicated that they planned to enroll in a four-year university. However, the results of pre-
and post-surveys show a reversed pattern for the comparison students. See Table 3 for a
summary.

Table 2

Mathematics Courses Taken by PT Students and PT Comparison Students

Mathematics Course

Percent of Students Enrolled
PT Comparison

General, Business, or Consumer Mathematics 24 23

Pre-algebra 50 44

Algebra I 71 66

Geometry 43 74

Algebra 11 37 73

Trigonometry 12 57

Pre-calculus or Algebra III 6 47

CalcuIus 3 22

Technical Mathematics 1 0.7

Other mathematics courses 8 6

Table 3

PT Students' and PT Comparison Students' Postsecondary Plans

Postsecondary Plans

Percent of Students
PT Comparison

Pre Post Pre Post

Enroll in a community college 29 35 17 2!

Enroll in a four-year college or university 44 37 b. 75

Enroll in a trade or technical school 18 16 4 4

Join the rilitary 8 8 5 4

Get a job 27 26 19 19

Something else 11 9 6 4
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Pre- and Post-Tests of PT

PT students scored significantly higher in the post-test (18.1) than they did in the pre-test
(15.1). The comparison students scored significantly higher than PT students in both the
pre-test (18.2 vs. 15.1) and post-test (19.9 vs. 18.1). Female students in both groups
scored significantly lower than male students in the post-test.

On the PT items selected from the Principles of Technology test in the post-test, PT stu-
dents at grade 9 scored significantly higher than did PT comparison students of the same
grade level. No difference was found at grade 10. At grades 11 and 12, the comparison
students scored significantly higher than PT students. This could be attributed to the fact
that PT comparison students from grades 11 and 12 took more advanced algebra courses
than PT students (see Table 2). A pattern was found for both PT students and the com-
parison students: the higher the level of algebra students took, the higher they scored on
tht PT items as well as on the physics items. However, when the level of algebra is con-
stant, PT students scored significantly higher than did the comparison students on the PT
items in the post-test. The results of Factorial ANOVA indicated that the level of algebra
used as a covariate had a significant impact on both PT and comparison students' scores
on the post-PT test. When overall grades in mathematics and science and the overall GPA
were controlled, PT students generally score higher (in some cases significantly higher)

than did the comparison students on PT items in the post-test.

On physics items selected from the introductory physics test in the post-test, no significant
difference was found at grades 9 and 10. PT comparison students from grades 11 and 12
scored significantly higher. Again this is because the comparison students at grades 11 and
12 took higher levels of algebra than did PT students of the same grade level. Keeping the
level of algebra constant, no significant difference was found between PT and comparison
students for their scores on the physics items in the post-test. Comparison students whose
overall grades in mathematics and science were above "C" or whose overall GPA was
above 1.9 scored significantly higher than PT students with the same characteristics. How-
ever, no significant difference was found among students of the two groups whose overall
grades in mathematics and science were below "C" or whose overall GPA was below 2.0.

Survey of the Impact of the Boeing Applied Academics Project

To assess the impact of the Boeing Applied Academics project, a survey was sent to
49 sites that received Boeing funding between 1990-91 and 1993-94. Forty-four sites
returned the completed survey.



A total of 54 schools from these 44 sites directly received Boeing funding for applied
academics. Six of these schools also received services relating to applied academics from
community colleges or consortia funded by Boeing for applied academics.

Use of Boeing Funding

Boeing funds were used for different purposes. In descending order, the following are the
percentages of sites reporting how they used the Boeing funds:

0

0

0

0

Purchase equipment for applied academics (95.5%)

Purchase applied academics materials (77.3%)

Train staff (52.3%)

Develop or modify curriculum for applied academics (38.6%)

Plan articulation (13.6°./0)

Number of Students Served

In the survey each site was asked to estimate the number of students in its school district
enrolled in applied academics courses (Principles of Technclogy, Applied Mathematics,
and Applied/Business Communication) the year before receiving Boeing funding, during
funding, and after funding ended. As shown in Table 4, the number enrolled in applied
academics courses during funding was over three times greater than it was before finding.
The number continued to increase after funding stopped. Although more students were
enrolled in the PT course after funding ended, the number enrolled in AM and AC courses
grew much faster than it did for the PT course. After funding ended, enrollment in Applied

Communication was 14 times greater than it was prior to funding; in Applied Mathe-
matics, five times; and in Principles of Technology, approximately three times greater.
These results may reflect the relative cost these three curricula, where PT is by far the

most expensive.
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Table 4

Student Enrollment in Applied Academics Courses before,
during, and after Boeing Funding

Number of Students Enrolled

Course Before During After

Principles of Technology 836 1910 244.6

Applied Mathematics 309 1127 1519

*Applied Communication or Business 107 1367 1540

Communication

Total 1252 4404 5505

*Some high schools use Applied Communication to revitalize traditional business English and
communication courses.

Number of Schools Offering Applied Academics Courses

As shown in Table 5, the number of schools offering applied academics courses also in-
creased after Boeing funding. Prior to funding, 56 schools offered applied academics
courses. After funding ended, the number increased to 175, an increase of over 200 per-
cent. This is clear evidence of the multiple effect The Boeing Company has had on the
expansion of applied academics in Washington.

Table 5

Number of Schools Offering Applied Academics
Courses before and after Boeing Funding

Number of Schools

Course Before After

Principles of Technology 30 71

Applied Mathematics 13 63

Applied Communication or Business Communication 13 41

Total 56 i 75

The survey results show that 14 schools were offering, at the time of the survey, the
second-year curriculum of Principles of Technology. A total of 224 students were enrolled
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in 16 classes the second year of PT. Fifteen schools were offering, at the time of the sur-
vey, the second year curriculum of Applied Mathematics. A total of 417 students were en-

rolled in 21 classes the second year of AM.

Number of Articulation Agreements

Each site was asked to report the number of articulation agreements in place with com-
munity colleges that specify or include applied-academics credits before and after funding.
Prior to funding, five such agreements were in place. After Boeing funding, 77 agreements
were in place.

Number of Graduates and Their Performance in the Workplace

According to survey information from the 44 sites, a total of 3,265 high school graduates
had benefited from applied academics resulting from Boeing funding. Although most sites
did not have specific data regarding applied academics graduates' workplace performance,
comments from six sites suggested that applied academics graduates had positive experi-
ences in their workplace. Some employers favored applied academics graduates over other
graduates. Because of their exposure to some equipment and software, and hands-on ex-
perience in high school, applied academics students were reported to be more confident in
the workplace than other students. Some applied academics students moved on to techni-
cal institutes or other types of postsecondary education institutions.

Open-Ended Comments

In addition to responding to structured questions in the survey, respondents were
encouraged to provide anecdotes that give insight into how Boeing funding helped spur
innovations and changes in their school programs, faculty, and students. Respondents
were also asked to suggest other ways their school district could use corporate support
(not necessarily money) in the future. They were also asked about the prospects for
greater business, industry, and labor participation.

Comments on the Impact of Boeing Funding

The following is a summary of comments on the impact of Boeing funding from different

sites surveyed.

0 Without Boeing funding, many schools could not have afforded to implement
applied academics simply because of the cost of equipment and associated
training. Applied academics would still be a paper concept rather than a reality.
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Boeing's support gave great credibility to applied academics and boosted staff
morale in helping students with contextual learning.

o Applied academics provides a successful alternative for students who thought they
could not learn mathematics or physics. Even regular academics students benefited
fi-om attending applied academics classes thought hands-on experience and con-
textual learning. In most schools funded by Boeing, PT equipment was shared by
vocational and academic departments.

Bceing's support served as an impetus for collaboration between academic and
vocational staffs for curriculum integration.

o Applied academics has become part of the effort to restructure the current school
system. Some applied academics courses have been included in the Tech Prep
program or served as an example of how to relate the school to the real world in

classroom teaching.

o Using Boeing as an example, sch)ols seek to have partnerships with other
businesses and industries.

O Experience gained through Boeing-funded applied academics courses is being
shared not only with other Wash:ngton schools not funded by Boeing, but also
with schools outside the state.

Comments on Further Business, Industry, and Labor Support for Education

o All sites surveyed were very appreciative of Boeing's support and hoped Boeing
would continue and expand its support for educational reform.

O Schools are collaborating with other social agencies and other projects to form
education-business partnerships.

G Business and industry can support education in various forms. The following are

some examples:

Donating new or used equipment to schools

Providing opportunities for students to do job shadowing, make site visits,
serve apprenticeships, and participate in summer internships

Providing teachers with internship opportunities

Providing student mentorship programs and classroom guest speakers

24
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Participating on advisory committees

o Special attention can be given to small rural schools that do not have ready access
to education-business partnerships

Summary

AM students were similar to comparison students in overall GPA and grades in mathe-
matics. This contradicts the misconception that AM serves only "low achievers." AM
students had similar educational aspirations. The majority planned to have some post-
secondary education after high school. In this study, a higher percent (44 percent). of
comparison students than AM students (33 percent) would like to be employed immed-
iately after high school. Regarding student performance on AM tests, AM students gained
significantly between the pre- and post-test. They also scored significantly higher than the
comparison students in the post-test. AM students were more confident about their ability
to learn mathematics after a year's AM course.

PT students and comparison students involved in this study appeared different in many
ways. Compared with students in traditional physics classes, the PT students had lower
gradepoint averages and lower grades in mathematics and science. Many more compari-
son-group students were university-bound (75 percent) than PT-group students (37 per-
cent). Comparison students also took more algebra courses. Regarding test performance,
the comparison students scored significantly higher overall. However, PT students who
took the same amount of algebra as the comparison group scored significantly higher on
the PT items and not significantly different on the physics items. When overall grades in
mathematics and science and GPA's were controlled, PT students generally scored higher
on PT items (in some cases significantly so) than the comparison students. As for the
physics items, PT comparison students whose overall grades in mathematics and science
were "C" or higher or whose overall GPA was above 1.9 scored significantly higher than
PT students with the same characteristics. No significant difference was found among
students of the two groups whose overall grades in mathematics and science were below
"C" or whose overall GPA was below 2.0.

The results of the survey of the impact of the Boeing Applied Academics project strongly
suggested Boeing funding was crucial in making the concept of applied academics a class-
room reality. The funding was used for different purposes, particularly for purchasing
equipment and material for applied academics. The number of students served and of
schools offering applied academics courses increased dramatically during Boeing funding,
a trend that remained even after funding stopped. Some schools have started to offer the
second-year curriculum of PT and AM. Systematic data on the workplace performance of
students who benefited from applied academics were not available. However, anecdotes
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from different sites indicated that those students were doing well in their jobs and were

complimented by employers for their hands-on experience and comfort with equipment.

Overall, all sites surveyed were very appreciative of the support they received from

Boeing and hoped that Boeing support would continue. They made some suggestions for

further business, industry, and labor support for educational partnerships.

Conclusion

The evaluation results of this year and of the previous three years strongly suggest that

Principles of Technology and Applied Mathematics provide students challenging alterna-

tives to traditional academic classes. This new approach appears to increase students' con-

fidence in their ability to learn mathematics and science. The results of student tests in

these two areas indicate that PT and AM were not only challenging for applied academics

students, but also for those enrolled in traditional mathematics or physics classes

(including those who are university-bound).

In the past two years when comparison groups were used, AM students in every category

constantly scored significant higher than their peers in traditional mathematics classes.

Although PT comparison students appeared to score significant' higher at first glance, PT

students were actually doing equally well and sometime better when certain variables were

kept constant, such as overall GPA and grades in mathematics and science. Since more

"low achievers" were enrolled in the PT classes than in traditional physics classes, test

scores tended to skew in favor of PT comparison students when student academic back-

grounds were not controlled in analysis.

The results of student surveys show that AM and PT students who were at the lower end

in academic achievement tended to gain greatest in applied academics courses. They were

also found to be more confident about their ability to learn mathematics and science. How-

ever, AM and PT classes should not be confined to a particular group. They should be

open to any student who wants a new perspective on mathematics and physics. It is im-

portant that these classes be viewed by students and staff as an alternative way, but not an

easy way, to learn mathematics and physics. The appropriate amount of mathematics stu-

dents take could determine how much they can benefit from AM or PT classes. Certain

prerequisites need to be set for PT and AM classes so students enrolled in these classes

can take full advantage of an alternative way of learning mathematics and se:
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APPEN II' IX B

Applied Mathematics Student Survey
(Pre and Post-test for Applied Math Students)

Directions to Instructors: Please tell your student to fill in the following
information sheet before they start to work on the attached test. Make sure that they
have 40 minutes to complete the test.

You are: AM Students: 64% Male 36% Female
Comparison: 51% 49%

Grade Level: AM Students: 18% 9th 49% 10th 22% 1 1 th 10% 12th
Comparison: 64% 33% 3%

Are you currently enrolled in the Applied Math course? Yes No

Were you enrolled in the Applied Math course before this semester? Yes No

I. In which type of mathematics course(s) are/were you enrolled? Circle all that apply.
AM Corn

General, Business, or Consumer Mathematics 44% 72%
Pre-Algebra 50% 9%
Algebra I 35% 5%
Geometry 9% 0

Algebra II 6% 0

Trigonometry 1% 1%
Pre-Calculus or Algebra III .3% 0

Calculus .3% 0

Technical Mathematics 3% 0

Other (specify) 3% 25%

Note: AM Am Students, Com = Comparison Students
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2. What is your overall grade in mathematics?
AM Com

Most A's Pre 6% 4%
Post 7% 8%

B's and some A's Pre 19% 20%
Post 23% 15%

B's and C's Pre 44% 46%
Post 43% 27%

C's and D's Pre 28% 26%
Post 21% 36%

D average or lower Pre 4% 3%

Post 6%

3. Which of the following best describes your overall grade point average (GPA) last
year?

AM Corn

Over 3.5 (most A's) Pre 4% 3%

Post 5%
3.0 to 3.5 (B's and some A's) Pre 19% 18%

Post 17% 16%
2.0 to 2.9 (B's and C's) Pre 50% 49%

Post 55% 45%
1.0 to 1.9 (C's and D's) Pre 25% 28%

Post 20% 37%
Under 1.0 (D average or lower) Pre 3% 3%

Post 4% 1%

4. What do you plan to do immediately after high school? Circle all that apply.
AM Corn

Enroll in a community college Pre 40% 28%
Post 35% 29%

Enroll in a 4-year college or university Pre 19% 23%
Post 18% 12%

Enroll in a trade or technical school Pre 14°A 12%
Post 19% 17%

Join the military Pre 12% 9%
Post 10% 8%

Get a job Pre 32% 52%
Post 33% 44%

Something else (specify) 11% 7%
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5. In the current applied math class you are taking, how much emphasis does your
teacher place on each of the following objectives? Circle one response for each
statement.

Area of Emphasis

Increasing your interest in mathematics

Learning and memorizing facts, rules, and
steps
Preparing you for further study in math

Thinking about what a problem means
and the ways it might be solved
Showing you the importance of
mathematics in daily life

None A Little Some A Lot
AM Corn AM Corn AM Corn AM Corn

...................................

Pre 15% 9% 27% 35% 36% 39% 22% 17%
Post 16% 12% 23% 30% 41% 37% 20% 22%
Pre 7% 10% 24% 31% 41% 34% 29% 25%
Post 8% 3% 27% 30% 36% 43% 29% 24%
Pre 7% 7% 18% 22% 51% 39% 24% 32%
Post 7% 6% 21% 29% 40% 37% 33% 29%
Pre 5% 6% 12% 17% 38% 31% 45% 47%
Post 4% 4% 19% 25% 35% 30% 42% 41%
Pre 9% 14% 19% 14% 36% 39% 37% 32%
Post 6% 7% 19% 26% 31% 27% 45% 40%

6. How far in school did your mother (or female guardian) go? Circle one response.
AM
16%
29%

Did not finish high school
Graduated from high school or equivalent(GED)
After graduating from high school, attended vocational school, a junior

college, &community college, or another type of two-year college
After graduating from high school, went to college but did not complete a

four-year degree
Graduated from college
Master's degree or equivalent
Ph D., M.D., or other advanced professional degree
Don't know

7. What is your ethnic background?

Corn
27%
28%

16% 7°A)

10%
701,0

30/0

2%
17%

AM Corn

Asian or Pacific Islander 2% 3%
Hispanic, regardless of race 16% 34%
Black, not of Hispanic origin 2% 1%
White, not of Hispanic origin 73% 60%
American Indian or Alaskan Native 7% 3%

8. How would you rate your ability to learn mathematics?

Pre
Post

Excellent
AM Com
11% 11%
16% 5%

Good
AM Corn
45% 4%
49% 41%

Fair
AM Corn
37% 37%
29% 43%

30 3'

Poor
AM
7%
7%

Corn
4%
11%

7°A

3%
4%
8%
16%

L.



9. How many additional math courses would you like to take in high school and beyond:

None One Two Three Four Five or more
AM Corn AM Corn AM Corn AM Corn AM Corn AM Corn

Pre 20% 11% 22% 21% 27% 31% 19% 24% 7% 11% 4% 3%
Post 27% 15% 21% 23% 24% 22% 15% 19% 7% 15% 6% 6%

10. An important skill in the workplace is the ability to make reasonable estimate of costs
or quantities. List as many examples as possible (up to five) of job titles and work
situations in which different workers may need to use this skill.

Job Title Work Situation
Example: Contractor Estimating the number of roof tiles needed

for 2000 sq. foot house
1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

The mean response was 3 jobs

The average pre-test score: AM Students = 15.7 Comparison = 13.0
post-test score: AM Students = 19.0 Comparison = 14.7

Please wait for your instructor to tell you to begin the test.
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APPENDIX C

Principles of Technology(PT)
Student Information Sheet

(Post-test for PT Students)

Directions to Instructors: Please tell your student to fill in the following
information sheet before they start to work on the attached test. Make sure that they
have 45 minutes to complete the test.

You are: PT Students: 71% Male 29% Female
Comparison: 64% 36%

Grade Level: PT Students: 21% 9th 27% 10th 30% 11th 22% 12th
Comparison: 17% 3% 24% 57%

Are you currently enrolled in the Principles of Technology course?

PT Students: 99% Yes 1% No
Comparison: 6% 94%

Were you enrolled in the Principles of Technology course before this semester?

PT Students: 9% Yes 91% No
Comparison: 5% 95%

1. In which type of mathematics course(s) are you enrolled or have you completed in high school?

Circle all that apply.
PT Com

General, Business, or Consumer Mathematics 24% 23%

Pre-Algebra 50% 44%
Algebra I 71% 67%

Geometry 43% 73%
Algebra II 37% 73%
Trigonometry 12% 57%
Pre-Calculus or Algebra III 6% 47%
Calculus 3% 22%
Technical Mathematics 1% 1%

Other (specify) 7% 6%

Note: P7' P7' Students Com Comparison Students
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2. What is your overall grade in mathematics?
PT Corn

Most A's Pre 17% 43%
Post 17% 42%

B's and some A's Pre 30% 36%
Post 25% 31%

B's and C's Pre 36% 17%

Post 37% 25%
C's and D's Pre 16% 4%

Post 17% 3%
D average or lower Pre 1% 0

Post 4% 0

3. What is your overall grade in science?
PT Corn

Most A's Pre 21% 45%
Post 22% 45%

B's and some A's Pre 31% 34%
Post 27% 34%

B's and C's Pre 33% 17%
Post 34% 17%

C's and D's Pre 13% 4%
Post 12% 4%

D average or lower Pre 2%
Post 5% 1%

4. Which of the following best describes your overall grade point average (GPA) last year?
PT Students Comparison

Over 3.5 (most A's) Pre 19% Pre 50%
Post 19% Post 52%

3.0 to 3.5 (B's and some A's) Pre 29% Pre 35%
Post 28% Post 34%

2.0 to 2.9 (B's and C's) Pre 39% Pre 11%
Post 41% Post 11%

1.0 to 1.9 (C's and D's) Pre 11% Pre 3%
Post 11% Post 3%

Under 1.0 (D average or lower) Pre 1% Pre 1%
Post 2% Post 1%



5. What do you plan to do immediately after high school? Circle all that apply.
PT Corn

Enroll in a community college Pre 29% 17%

Post 35% 21%
Enroll in a 4-year college or university Pre 44% 81%

Post 37% 75%
Enroll in a trade or technical school Pre 18% 4%

Post 16% 4%
Join the military Pre 8% 5%

Post 8% 4%
Get a job Pre 27% 19%

Post 26% 19%
Something else (specify) 10% 6%

6. In the current Principles of Technology class you are taking, how much emphasis does your teacher
place on each of the following objectives? Circle one response for each statement.

Area of Emphasis None
PT Corn

A Little
PT Com

Some
PT Corn.

Increasing your interest in science Pre 9% 8% 25% 21% 42% 40%
Post 8% 9% 21% 21% 45% 44%

Learning and memorizing science facts,
rules, and steps

Pre
Post

7%
8%

4%
9%

27%
27%

31%
32%

41%
36%

45%
42%

Preparing you for further study in science Pre 9% 3% 24% 22% 40% 48%
Post 12% 6% 21% 22% 42% 44%

Thinking about what a problem means Pre 4% 2% 11% 12% 31% 34%
and the ways it might be solved Post 6% 5% 25% 15% 38% 37%

Showing you the importance of science in Pre 5% 4% 17% 22% 32% 44%
daily life Post 5% 8% 13% 23% 31% 37%

7. How far in school did your mother (or female guardian) go? Circle one response.
PT Corn

Did not finish high school 7% 3%

Graduated from high school or equivalent(GED) 26% 21%
After graduating from high school, attended vocational school, a junior

college, a community college, or another type of two-year college 18% 18%
After graduating from high school, went to college but did not complete a

four-year degree 14% 16%
Graduated from college 13% 25%
Master's degree or equivalent 8% 10%

Ph.D., M.D., or other advanced professional degree 2% 1%

Don't know 13% 6%
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8. What is your ethnic background?
PT Corn

Asian or Pacific Islander 5% 10%
Hispanic, regardless of race 8% 2%
Black, not of Hispanic origin 2% 1%
White, not of Hispanic origin 80% 86%
American Indian or Alaskan Native 5% 1%

9. How would you rate your ability to learn mathematics?

Pre
Post

Excellent
PT Com
22% 44%
24% 43%

Good
PT
52%
46%

Corn
46%
43%

Fair
PT Corn
22%
26% 12%

9%

10. How would you rate your ability to learn science?

Pre
Post

Excellent
PT Corn
21% 36%
20% 35%

Good
PT' Corn
50% 49%
48% 50%

Fair
PT Corn
24% 13%
26% 14%

Poor
PT Corn
4% 1%
5% 2%

Poor
PT Corn
5% 2%
6% 2%

II. How many additional science/technology courses would you like to take in high school and beyond:

Pre
Post

None
PT Corn
17% 9%
20% 10%

One Two Three Four
PT Com PT Corn PT Corn PT Corn

18% 12% 32% 24% 15% 19% 5% 7%
18% 12% 27% 23% 17% 13% 5% 12%

Five or more
PT Corn
13% 30%
13% 30%



12. Many jobs involve an understanding of physics. List as many examples as possible (up to five) of
job titles and work situations in which different workers may need to use physics.

Job Title Work Situation

Example: Design Engineer Designing new exercise equipment

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The mean response was 3 jobs.

The average pre-test score: PT Students = 15.2 Comparison = 18.2
post-test score: PT Students = 18.1 Comparison = 20.0

Please wait for your instructor to tell you to begin the test.



APPENDIX D

Survey of the Impact of the Boeing Applied
Academics Project

1. What is the total number of schools in your school district that have received Boeing
funding for applied academics? Total Number 53

Please give the name of the school(s) and mark those schools who also received
services relating to applied academics from community colleges or consortia funded
by Boeing for applied academics. Six schools were checked

2. In which school year did your school district start to receive Boeing funding for your
applied academics. Please check.

28 = 1990-91 20 = 1991-92 12 = 1992-93 8 = 1993-94

3. What is the amount of funding your school district received from The Boeing
Company for each school year? What is the amount of finding (excluding Boeing
funding) your school district spent on applied academics excluding teacher salaries)
for each school year? Please fill in the .ftillowing chart.

School Year Boeing Funding
($)

Non-Boeing
Fundikg ($)

Total (5)

1990-91
1991-92
1992-93
1993-94
Total ($)

4. The Boeing funds were used for the following purposes. Please check all that apply.

96% To purchase equipment for applied academics
39% To develop or modify curriculum for applied academics
77% To purchase applied academics materials
52% Staff training
14% Articulation planning
5% Other (specify)

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Education and Work Program
101 S.W. Main Street, Suite 500
Portland, Oregon 97204
Telephone (503) 275-9500
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Please give specific information of how Boeing funds were used in supporting your
applied academics efforts. Please try to separate Boeing funds from Perkins funds, but if
that is impossible, point out the leveraging power Boeing funds may have offered? (e.g.,
we trained this many high school math teachers, we held this many workshops for
counselors, we developed coordinated curriculum paths for this many subject areas.
Please feel free to attach additional documents to respond to this and other open-
ended questions in this survey.

We have trained a total of three individuals in Applied Math, two in Principals of
Technology and c.ne in Applied Communications.

We trained 3 PT teachers. We purchased lab equipment. We purchased consummables.
We purchased instructional equipment. We funded Applied Communication, Applied

Vocational Math, Applied BioChemistry ourselves!

Through Boeing funds, we were able to have a computer lab for Applied Communications
and Applied Math. This would not have been possible without the grant. Seventeen work
stations were established. One has been added with Perkins moneys. The CORD
materials/software licenses were also obtained, along with staff inservice. This investment
has made it possible for students in a rural area to have state-of-the-art education in these
two areas. It is not financially possible to have Principles of Technology. There is a real
need in this area with the changing demands of the job market.

We would not have started PT without Boeing funds. We now have 4 sections and will be
training an additional teacher. PT II cannot be started because we do not have the menus.

Two teachers were trained; the principal of tech program was the first real impetus to the
project--the main obstacle was our own vocational state dept which held unrealistic rules
requiring that only vocational staff could teach it for vocational funding. This restricted

our flexibility.

Grant provided funding to train/inservice staff in Applied Academics prior to introduction
into the classes. Funds were also used to purchase 7 modules which were shared by 14

teachers.

This process then led to implementation for a Career Integrated Academics program
during 1991-2 so that our students could earn academic credit as well as vocational credit.

Purchase Principles of Technology lab equipment.

Purchase Principles of Technology equipment.

Mini Grants for Tech Prep: 6 workshops for teachers, health occupations $5,000, 4
workshops for teachers, human and health services career paths $3,000.
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W-1

Vocational Funds (not Carl Perkins): Material science technology and Principles of
Technology training $5,000.

We have trained 26 teachers in applied academics. Seven have been supported by Boeing

funds.

Boeing funds provided team teaching of an academic and vocational teacher to team teach
the class of Applied Mathematics in its first year. The funds paid for 2 (1 class period) for
180 days to accomplish this. Also some of the materials necessary to pilotthe class were

provided through Boeing funds.

Boeing funds were used as "seed" money to cover start-up costs of PT. The funds then
created a need to reprioritize other funds to provide continued support of the PT class.

Trained (1) Applied Math instructor; purchased (15) sets of student texts; purchased
approximately $400 classroom support equipment; and purchased new TW, VCR, and

CORD tapes.

Boeing funds purchased equipment and materials to start up the Applied Academics
program: 12 students enrolled the first year, 24 the second, 40 the third year. We trained
one certified instuctor in Principles of Technology.

Boeing funds were directly attributed to purschasing Lab Volt equipment for Principles of
Technology (applied physics). Local effort by Walla Walla School District have been
attributed to support for supplies and materials, instructional materials, contractual ser-
vice, inservice travel and capital outlay since the Boeing Grant was provided in 1990-91.

We provided teacher inservice and purchased supplies and equipment that enabled us to
add PT to our curriculum. This offering would not have been available otherwise.

Okanogan School District arranged for one technical education instructor to be trained in
Principles of Technology. Equipment was purchased for a science lab in the vocational
department. Without Boeing funds, none of this would have happened.

Boeing funds were the incentive for providing a PT lab in our high school. This lab

created an interest by other staff members and as a result more applied courses have

emerged and integration of courses/staff has been possible.

Boeing funds were needed for equipment purchase only--Principles of Technology.

Boeing funds were used for start-up costs of Principles of Technology. Equipment and

materials were purchased.

The Boeing money launched us into developing and integrating science and Technology

program.
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Boeing funds were used to purchase 7 lab experiment/lab storag benches from ECI Co.,
plus purchase I lab station equipment package for students. Purchased from Netts Co.,
North Bend, WA.

To purchase PT equipment.

The funds were responsible for us starting our applied math sections. Before we received
the funds we had no Applied Math; now we have 3 intro sections and are working on an
advanced.

We trained one teacher for Principles of Technology--attended workshop in the summer
so he was quali::ed to teach PT.

Funds used: purchase of Principles of Technology Lab with computers and support
materials $30,000; $12,000 inservice stuff in Applied Communications and purchased the
modules from CORD/ATT.

The grant money was used to purchase equipment and materials to start up Principles of
Technology.

Trained 2 math teachers, I communications teacher.

Purchased 2nd year equipment for Principles of Technology

Trained one science teacher and one Industrial Arts teacher in the area of Principles of
Technology.

All of the Boeing funds were used to purchase additional Principles of Technology
equipment and to train the teacher to teach the program.

The first year (1990-91) the Boeing dollars went to Applied Math and Applied
Communication. Because of the planning our District/Voc Ed funded 5 schools.

The Boeing funds were used for equipment purchases. The other costs were paid by the
Seattle Public Schools.

1. We supplied PT equipment for lab. The school supplied a room with tables, storage,
gas, water, and compressed air supplies.

2. We trained 2 instructors at PT workshop (1 vocational and 1 basic education). Team
teaching arti crosscrediting have occurred in this PT course.
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3. Monies leveraging training for 4 teachers (1 vocational and 3 math) for Applied Math
classes. The Applied Math was used 1 year (1990-91) and then dropped until 1994-95
when we will have 1 Applied Math class.

4. Crosscrediting and college entrance acceptance is a great help to the students in PT
classes.

5. Boeing's influence has helped teachers re-think and evaluate curriculum for workforce
arid future job market.

Funds sent teacher to 6 inservice and training. Funds purchased books and equipment
needed to start class.

Boeing funds were used to purchase some Principles of Technology equipment.

We have had 1 $5,000 grant to set up Applied Math a Collins High School. We have had
3 Applied Math teachers go through the Boeing summer internship program.

Start up a new PT program; service 105 students; train one instructor.

We used the $30,000 to purchase PT stations at the 2 high schools. The remaining costs
were covered by district vocational funds.

The funds were spent on CORD books and materials. The Principles of Technology class
was started. Equipment for this class vas bought. The teacher was sent to the 2 week PT
training.

We trained 3 English and 3 Business Education teachers in Applied Communication. We
purchased curriculum materials and equipment to implement program.

We trained one high school math teacher. We purchased materials to cover Applied
Math.

The funds were used to purchase the Principles of Technology (Applied Physics)
materials. We were able to put district funds into Applied Math.

We trained 1 teacher for 2 weeks on Applied Physics curriculum. We purchased $30,000
worth of equipment for Principles of Technology. Part of that $30,000 purchased the
curriculum.

5. What is your best estimate of total number of students in your school district enrolled
in applied academics courses the year before receiving Boeing funding? What is the
enrollment during Boeing funding? What is the enrollment after Boeing funding?

4
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Course
Student Enrollment

Before
836

During
1910

After
2446Principles of Technology

Applied Mathematics 309 1127 1519

Applied Communication/Business
Communication

107 1367 1540

6. How many schools in your school district offer applied academics courses before
Boeing funding? How many now? Please fill in the following chart.

Course
Number of Schools

Before Now

Principles of Technology 21 62

Applied Mathematics 13 54

Applied Communication 13 23

7. How many schools in your district offer the second year curriculum of Principles of
Technology or Applied Mathematics?

a. Principles of Technology
14 Number of Schools
16 Number of Classes
224 Number of Students

b. Applied Mathematics
15 Number of Schools
21 Number of Classes
417 Number of Students

8. In your school district, how many articulation agreements were in place with
community colleges that specify or include applied academics credits before Boeing
funding? How many now? Please fill in the following chart.

Before Boeing Funding

5

Now

77
Number of
Articulation
Agreements

9. Have you graduated some students who have benefited from the applied academics
resulting from Boeing funding?

96% Yes 4% No

If yes, how many? 3,265 High School Students

10. Do you know anything about their workplace performance so far?

21 %Yes 79% No
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If yes, please describe.

11. Please provide any vignettes you can offer that might give real insights into how the
Boeing grant has helped spur innovations/changes in your school system or in
people: How influential is this kind of attention from the private sector? Has it
prompted other business/industry/labor support and participation? How is your
school district building on the momentum? Were teachers' eyes really opened to new
possibilities? Have you had some individual graduate success stories you can now
share?

We have a fa'fly large number of students who think they are incapable of reading a
technical manual or using higher level thinking skills. One in particular is in special
education and struggled in beginning Principles of Technology. Now he sets up second
year labs almost by himself and does so because he is a hands-on learner. Having the grant
money has allowed our school to reach and teach applied physics to those that thought
they couldn't learn.

Principles of Technology would not have been started without the Boeing Grant. It has
been very beneficial to students in our school district, especially those continuing into tech
prep programs at Walla Walla Community College.

The Science Department finally realized the importance of application and hands-on.

Our teachers have bought in and are the reason the numbers are increasing.

Receiving a Boeing grant provides the initial starting point for one school to see the real
value of the computer in the classroom--its transfer to the work world for our students.
Educators and students do feel "big business" does care and has concern of what is to be
the educational processes for today and tomorrow. Our district is proud of its applied
academics and there increased offerings in applied science classes (agriculture). Other
educational institutions have viewed /filmed our facilities. Many times we have been
contacted as a resource. Thanks Boeing for giving us this start!

Enabled us to offer a course that would not otherwise be offered.

PT has been team taught by a voc. and basic ed. teacher for 1 year. Great success!
PT was integrated with English, in a 2 hour block, for 1 trimester. The English portion
was Technical reading and writing. The program was call "Connections." More
information if you need it.

Applied Mathematics will be offered in 1994-5 school year for students in high school.
Voc. ed. emergency certification (1 year) for teachers in basic ed. to teach and learn about
voc. ed. programs.
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More movement to word integration of subject matter areas and emphasis on workforce
readiness.

The Boeing project provided the financial support to begin the applied academics
curriculum. Attached is a chart showing the applied academics classes now in place in
Yakima school district. The Boeing project was an excellent beginning role model. We
have been able to greatly expand applied academics opportunities to students utilizing that
role model.

The Boeing grant gave notice to the faculty of the high school that we were very serious
about applied academics. Although the applied math was a disaster the first year, we still
have established a strong foothold for applied academics in the future.

This particularly helped to break barriers between academic and voc teachers. Helped to
show relevance and application of basic academic concepts.

Credibility was a large factor in the way in which the grant promoted applied academics.
That Boeing would sponsor teachers' training and involvement in the class brought
important attention of the school, students and community. The academic departments
now more readily accept applied academics.

We involved both vocational and academic teachers in the training. The effect was to
bring changes to the way the teachers approach instruction in their "regular" classes as
well as the applied academic classes.

Science Dept in our school covetous for our equipment. Physics classes borrow some
equipment.

PT program growing lots. More students enrolled than ever.

Some students report PT background advantageous in voc. schools. Regular physics and
PT students are enhanced by PT class.

Any gains in academic/vocational integration have been negated by declining enrollment
(students) which constantly puts one group of staff against another.

Boeing $ was critical for us to equip 3 PT labs. The teachers of these classes and our
applied math classes have helped read their schools in applied learning and have been on
teams to develop project-based learning in academic classes.

The Boeing summer internships have created additional interest and excitement among
teachers and students. We don't have any individual stories to share.

If it wasn't for this extra money our district could not have initiated the class.

5,
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Increased participation from students is the key. Students benefit and that's what it's all
about. Partnerships with industry is becoming a must, to provide our children with
opportunities equal to those of other nations.

Too early.

Current move to more applied academic classes in math and English. Dollars provided by

Boeing helped get PT program started much sooner due to equipment costs being hard to
afford.

Our school district could not have trained teachers or purchased curriculum/lab materials
without Boeing grant of $30,000 (that's one half of our entire yearly building budget for
33 FTE teachers)

Developing a combined science/technology curr using the PT curr has greatly improved
both programs.

Boeing grant provided the mechanism (money) to start a new program. Without the
funding the district would not have been able to do so, simply because of the equipment,
associated personnel training costs.

As addressed in #4, the grant provided funding to implement the Applied Academics into

the regular classes. This led to incorporation into a Career Integrated Academics program
where students were able to receive credit on campus for language arts and social studies

credits.

The program has also been incorporated into the curriculum of individual Skills Center
programs to support personal and professional curriculum as outlined in #10 above.

"This is the first science class that I have ever understood" - senior's comment.
A number of students have pursued technical careers as a result.

Other science/occ ed teachers were envious when they saw new equipment purchased with
Boeing $. My students realize what they work with is the best!

We have begun curriculum integration K-12. We have implemented Career Paths
beginning at the 8th grade. We have increased coordinators by 3.5 FTE's for work-based
learning. We have one career academy and more being developed. We have secured
internships for five students in the Health Occupations program at Madigen Army
Hospital.

We really could not have begun this important class had it not been for the grant $. Many
of our sty dents would either not take physics or struggle with it, this course (PT) gives
them an opportunity to have success in another science class.

Jr)
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Integrating the curriculum between PT and the academics.

Offered an opportunity to "clean-up" some of our facilities.

PT was team taught with a science teacher--so the science department recognized the
value of the industry-based science approach. This is also true of the math department.
The private sector contribution served as an impetus for collaboration between the
math/science and Vocational Department, however, no other private sector has attributed
to Applied Academics. We are looking at integrating other academic and vocational

classes.

We are in the process of restructuring and many teachers see the value ofapplied
academics. As a result of the grant the facilities have been shared with other departments
and true integration of staff and content has occurred. Innovative projects have also been

initiated by the instructor of PT.

The grant provided a solid base to start applied academic courses throughout the district.
Students and staff witnessed the dynamics of applied and integrated instruction.

For us applied academics has provided the needed link for real articulation from the
sending schools in our district to the community college. It provides credibility that what
students do in our classrooms/programs will lead to workplace readiness and success.

The Boeing grant made the PT programs a fact rather than just a paper concept. Without
the funds the program would not have happened. The first program paved the way for

applied math and business communications.

Overall, attention has been positive and has influenced participation/cooperation with local

firms.

The summer of 1994 the Tacoma School District entered into an agreement with the
Chamber of Commerce to allow teachers to do an internship. Six teachers participated.
This year 1994-5 we would like these businesses to allow student to job-shadow or
provide part-time jobs.

12. What are some other ways your school district could use corporate support (not
necessarily money) in the future? What are the prospects for greater
business/industry/labor participation in the future?

It would help if we had access to more equipment, like strobe tights, multimeter (digital

and analog), lasers and similar equipment.

It would be even more helpful if we could get speakers from industry to walk through a
lab exercise with a class and then explain how that lab relates to their job or industry.
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Walla Walla School District appreciated the Boeing Grant to begin Applied Physics or
Principles of Technology. Continued support from corporate sponsors, including the
Boeing Company, would be appreciated to provide technology, inservice training, capital
improvements in vocational education programs, and internships for staff members to
improve their teaching techniques.

Guest speakers/demonstrations (technical).
Prospects are wide open for business/labor to lend their expertise, resources.

We are participating with the shadow program out of the Tri Cities to bring business in.

Partnership could be created with small rural schools. Larger schools have staff to write
grants--have greater number of students who will he affected--but rural schools have
excellent work ethics among its students--they have students who want to succeed.
Speakers, plant tours, sharing of management concepts, procedures that could relate to a
classroom, etc. could be of real benefit to education. Dialogue with classroom teachers
would be a boost.

Our teachers can benefit from continual inservice offerings at Boeing. We appreciate the
opportunity to work with your company.

More partnership with business/corporations in helping high schools prepare students for
the future workforce (committees, etc.).

More opportunities for students to shadow and evaluate different professions and jobs.

More opportunities for teachers to talk with corporate personnel as well as workers to see
"real world" of our economy. Teachers need to work in different areas of companies to
learn about business/corporation survivability.

Staff training in current technology through summer internships.

Participation in Technical Advisory counsels.

Guest lectures and teachers.

Opportunities for summer employment or after graduation employment for students, who
have completed applied classes or programs would be a great motivation for students.

Leadership, by companies such as Boeing, urging greater participation by business in
educational internships for teachers and students would provide valuable support.

We are working at getting mentors for students and industry into the classroom to provide

applications from the real world.
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Could use volunteers for our advisory committee. Also work based learning sites are
needed.

The Boeing summer teacher/student internships are examples of corporate support that
extend beyond the classroom. Workplace based learning opportunities, including their
promotion and expansion, may come from greater corporate involvement.

Teachers back to industry.

More student mentorships and employment at meaningful jobs.

Tech Prep drafting program could use support.

Continued/increased emphasis on alternatives to baccalaureate degrees as the means to
provide skills/qualifications to earn a living.

Mentorships, apprenticeships and internships with business are critical for us to move
forward in school to work transition.

Speakers from different jobs come into the class to related their experiences.

Career panels, job shadowing, monitory support, guest speakers, as members on advisory

boards, curriculum review teams.

Industry speakers, field trips to work sites, support in teacher inservice (people support,

not $)

Visits from trade/tech workers to show how they use this stuff on the job! Kids need to
relate these curricula to the "real world!"

We are developing new curriculum materials.

Working in a student mentor program.

Ways district could use corporate support in the future:

I. Jobs for students
2. Jobs for entry-level completers of Skills Center programs
3. Support for the update of technology

Prospects for business/industry/labor participation in the future:

The participation in business at the Skills Center is on the increase. Our advisory
committee members have grown by over 33 percent and our partnerships with business



have doubled. For continued success for partnerships between business and education to
work, we need to continue working together and increasing the number of partnerships
that benefit both students and business.

The White River School District is somewhat rural with few local businesses. It is difficult
for students to job shadow etc. to allow students to see what the real world is like. If
Boeing had a program that would allow us to send our students to see what real jobs are
like, both our schools and the students in those schools would benefit. If something can
be worked out, let me know.

.Job shadowing, class speakers, more mentorships, internships.

Forming partnerships with local schools.

Advising school districts about trends in occupations and professions.

Coming into classrooms to relate importance of education and how it pertains to all ages.

Get more kids into job shadowing and take them to their businesses.

Most Boeing programs now seem to be Puget Sound based. Those of us not directly in
the Seattle area are somewhat left out.

Service learning partnerships

Collaboration of family agencies for student support

Agencies for disadvantaged to step forward with partnerships

Transportation needs

A summer program for students to work as an intern.

Summer programs for teachers to work as interns.

More of what Boeing is presently doing and include other business, such as: student field
trips, student shadowing, student internships, student mentorships, instructor internships,
equipment assistance new and used.

The manufacturing technology program where industry developed the standards and
competencies (along with educators) and then have instruction develr .udules is

excellent approach.

Field trips and tours of industrial sites.



Internships for instructors.

Job shadowing and apprenticeship programs.

Equipment that is being discarded could be used in labs.

Participation on advisory boards, tours of facilities, mentors, internships.

As part of the Shagit/Island Tech/prep consortium, labor/industry have been very active.

Support is needed for career pathway participation.

I recently was introduced to the NIDA curriculum at Boeing for electronics. I would love
to be able to use these materials in our electronics program at the skills center. I hope
these opportunities will be encouraged by Boeing personnel. Other support: internships
for students, and teacher--not just during the summer but throughout the school year.

Equipment securement is our biggest program. We simply do not have the funds to stay
current.

Support in areas of training stations, advice, and funding for equipment and innovative
programs is most useful. Prospects look quite good, in my opinion.

Future partnerships hold great possibilities. Future job shadowing, ed career awareness
activities would be of real importance. Additionally direct support or expertise has come
from Boeing and other local businesses.

Provide part -time jobs for students, job-shadowing experiences. We need teachers and

businesses to get together to be able to plan the school to work transition.

Thanks for making time to complete this survey.
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